Basic Hour with God
Time Lectio Divina is a personal time for you with God and the Word. It is different than an
approach that is exegetical (meaning), didactic (teaching) or devotional (prescripted.)
All of those approaches are helpful but this specific approach, practiced by Christians
for centuries, helps you slow down and listen to what our personal God is saying today
through His word. Practicing this regularly increases our attentiveness to God’s voice.
This is one of the goals of spiritual disciplines – increasing your attentiveness to God
and His voice. So, while reading, constantly ask, what is God highlighting, pointing out
or drawing my attention to? This is for YOUR growth and not for focusing on others.
How is God speaking to YOU about YOU? Lectio Divina (meaning Divine Reading) is a
spiritual discipline for hearing from the Living Word by the Spirit what God says to you
fresh today. Here are the steps and how to do it. Minute estimates are on the left.
Extension ideas are listed on the right and explained on page 2. This will feel slow.
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Slow down with silence to prepare yourself to receive from God.
(First Reading) - Read the Bible passage slowly and carefully.
(Second Reading) - Notice a word/phrase, thinking deeply and
consider it.
- Pray
(Third Reading) - Invite God to speak to you about this word/phrase…
What do you want to say in return? What do you want to ask Him?
Continue this back and forth - have a conversation with God.
- Contemplate Resting in God’s presence, the fact that He’s in control and that
foremost, He loves you.
How is His love being communicated by what you’ve ‘heard’ and
prayed from Scripture?
- Application Transformation is the goal. How has what you’ve heard blessed you or
shown you a new way to live?

Extension Ideas
Begin with
‘Greeting Time’

Begin with
‘Transformation
Prayer’

- Silence
- Read
- Meditate

Is there a word
that sums up
what you’re
hearing that you
could embellish,
draw or paint?

Psalm 62:1-2
1

I wait quietly before God,
for my victory comes from him.
2
He alone is my rock and my salvation,
my fortress where I will never be shaken.
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Journaling time: For me (Steve) this is one of my hardest disciplines. But the benefits
are GREAT. It helps you slow your pace so you can absorb and process what God is
saying or doing. Go back above and write what you heard from God during “Meditate,
Pray, Contemplate and Application” stages. Use the descriptions for help in writing.
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Resistance Journaling – A simple tool to extend your awareness both of God and your
own heart. I’ve given examples. These will progress, one leading to the next.
- What was any resistance in this reading that arose in you? (ie – I hate waiting)
- The initial feelings of resistance are just that – initial. What might be behind that
resistance. (ie, I hate waiting because I feel the need to keep getting things done.)
- What might be behind that next thought? (ie – I feel the need to get things done
because I sense God is watching/expecting things of me.)

Mind Map
Or
Flow Chart
Or
Cause and Effect

- This pattern can be repeated until you think you’ve arrived at a ‘stopping point.’
- Can you identify any ‘untruth’ in your thinking?
- What does God say that might counteract that untruth you’ve discovered?
- Is God inviting you to believe something new?
- What is He affirming about you/Him?

End with a meal
of Intention

Extensions
Greeting Time: (5-10 min)
A simple and natural way to wake up and start an early morning before life gets underway. I always make my
coffee and look forward to sitting down with the first cup and greeting God.
- Literally Greet God
- Welcome Him to your day, your space and your thoughts.
- Thank Him for your rest, for His sustaining of our life while we slept and the sustaining of the universe while
we slumbered.
- Rehearse to yourself with God, “This is the day the LORD has made, I will rejoice and be glad in it.” Ps 118:24
- Rehearse and praise God that “His mercies are new every morning.” Lamentations 3:22-23
Transformation Prayer: (3-4 min)
Way beyond all journeying, truth behind all mystery, Life with all living; I praise You.
Slave for every soreness, mender of every brokenness, midwife of a better future: I prayer You.
Maker, Redeemer, Confessor, Companion, Befriender, Inspirer, God beyond all names; I praise You.
Because God is good, and has intended me to share that goodness, I open myself to nothing less than
transformation, as I say: Holy God, Holy and Mighty, Holy and Immortal, have mercy on me.
You are the Word behind all words, the calm at the core of the storm, the energy that sustains creation. You are
present in the pain behind the tears, the laughter in the eyes, the yearning in the heart. All these you share, yet
your gift to me is much more.
So, open me up, Lord, me whose life is locked, whose thoughts are well rehearsed, whose prayer is predictable.
Open me up to depths I have not explored, truths I have avoided, paths I have not followed, beauty I have yet to
admire. And open me up to Jesus, in whom all things are held together for God and for my good.
AMEN
Mind Mapping: (15 min)
This is like making a web of ideas (often turning your paper landscape orientation). Usually you put a word or idea
in the middle and put sub topics off on ‘branches’ with other topics off of those. It’s a way of visually organizing
otherwise interconnected things. You can be as creative as you like! (Samples A and B below.)

A.

B.

C.

Flow Chart (15 min)
Similar to mind map but more linear showing a ‘flow’ of how one thing leads to others. (Sample C above)
Cause and Effect (10 min)
Simply writing how “This” leads to “This” leads to “This” >>>“This” >>>“This” >>>“This”
Meal of Intention (45 min)
These are done to increase our awareness of our self, our thoughts, and God. One idea is to alter your meal’s pace
by putting your utensil, sandwich, etc. down between every bite. Slowly chew. Savour. All the time watching out
for what you notice or what God might bring to mind. This could be tried with families.
You could also have a meal spent in silence (and slowness) to increase awareness. What do you notice? What do
you hear? What is your mind drawn to? This could be done for 5 minutes or longer in a family setting.

